Following are general organizational guidelines for some of the key areas of your location. Those areas include:
• Front of Meeting Room
• Storage Room and Administrative Cabinets
• Weigh and Pay stations
Gaining consistency from location to location is important for our members, Leaders and Receptionists. The maintenance of each Weight Watchers® location is the responsibility of all team members and provides the following benefits.
For Members
• Consistency in set-up of from location to location. Contributes to brand building.
• Level sets the expectations of members when they travel from location to location.
For SPs
• Creates efficiency and team work.
• Everyone knows how to stock shelves and put things away.
Cutting Down on Clutter
• Clutter should be kept to a minimum by consistently staying on top of reviewing inventory.
• Although this should be done consistently, a great time to make a concerted effort to do a big clean-up is two weeks prior to each corporately scheduled inventory.
• Personal items should be secured and stored out of member view.
• Consistently assess and discard the following (Refer to PT&A guidelines in the PT&A section of the Location Coordinator page on Connections):
o Discontinued consumables/products and enrollment products.
o Expired, excess or damaged meeting room posters and front of window posters.
o Outdated or inaccurate administrative documents 
Front of Meeting Room Organizational Guidelines
All eyes are on the front of the room. It is one of the most focal areas of a location. You want to ensure that Leader easels and cabinetry at the front of the room are neat, clear of clutter and organized.
• Keep table tops of furniture at the head of the meeting room clear of clutter and organized. Use to selectively display a product that is on sale or that a Leader would like to emphasize.
• The easel and flip charts should be in good working order. Flip charts should be in good condition and free from tears.
• Neatly stack or store like items in cabinetry.
• Keep items in their original box or container and remove the end or top.
• Label cabinetry shelves with non-permanent labels to ensure proper placement and filling in.
• Use small storage container or bins on the interior of storage cabinets to store small items that might get lost or be sloppy if left out.
• Use dividers on the interior of storage cabinets to organize pamphlets.
• Keep items most used by the Leader closest to the flip chart easel or location where Leader stands and speaks.
Center and Fixed Location
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Organizational Guidelines Storage Room Guidelines
There are two main storage areas within Centers and Fixed Locations:
• Storage room -house bulky or large quantity items
• Administrative cabinets -house weigh and pay and member processing materials
It is up to each location to maximize the storage space. The storage room may include any of the following categories of items:
o Saleable merchandise (consumables/electronics/activity products/cookware) o Marketing support items (feather flags, sandwich boards -when not in use)
o Excess administrative materials (member materials, enrollment documents, etc.)
o Housekeeping and cleaning Supplies (paper towels, toilet tissue, basic cleaning supplies) • Like categories of items should be housed together either on entire shelving units or individualized shelves, depending on the amount of storage space.
• Keep boxes in the storage areas and not in the view of members.
• Consumables should be housed on their own and should not be mixed in with chemicals, paperwork or SP belongings.
• Most frequently used items, such as a ladder should be kept toward the front of the closet.
• Heavy, large, non-consumable items should be stacked neatly on bottom shelves or on the floor along the perimeter of the closet.
• A clear path should be maintained at all times for SPs to circulate storage area.
• Consumables should be stocked with added care and attention as follows:
o Incoming consumable products should be marked with a black marker on the front face of the box to include the: expiration date and brief description of the product so that it is easy to identify.
o Like SKU's should be housed together.
o Like SKU's should be kept in closed boxes and stacked with the most recent expiration date toward the front of the shelf or on top. Dates that are further out should be merchandised toward the back.
Administrative Cabinet Guidelines
• Maximize efficiency by placing like items together and organizing the cabinet with the most frequently used items closest to the meeting room so that all SPs can access. Keep less frequently used items closest to the wall.
• Like items should be stored together either in an entire cabinet or drawer OR on singular shelves.
• Store heavy items on bottom shelves.
• Tops of administrative cabinets should be clean and free of clutter.
Center and Fixed Location
Organizational Guidelines Weigh and Pay Station General Overview
• Weigh and Pay stations are the most used and visited area of the Weight Watchers ® locations.
• Each weigh and pay station should be set up with the same configuration so that both SPs and members have the same experience at each station.
• Tops of desk cabinetry should be clear of clutter and organized. (View the Weigh and Pay area from the view of the member (scale area) to ensure the table top surfaces are neat and organized.)
• Keep like items together for easy access.
• View the Weigh and Pay area from the view of the member (scale area) to ensure the 
